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Amongst other things, the Halfway Inn is known for its good, cheap food. This year, special effort was made to expand the Halfway's menu to meet the demand for vegetarian alternatives, as well as to serve delicious, nutritious, fresh, healthy and hearty foods. Using our imagination and somewhat inadequate cooking facility, we have created these foods. They have become very popular. In an effort to share our ideas and in the spirit of healthy eating, we present you with some of our not-so-secret cooking secrets.
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There are two things to remember about soup:
1. Soup is the easiest thing in the world to make.
2. The most important thing to do is to experiment. Follow your nose & tastebuds. If you like something, add it! Improvise! Be creative! Soup rarely, if ever, comes out bad. Best of all, it's even better the second (third, fourth, fifth!) day.

Some bowl-d facts:
None of these soups are made from a recipe. It's true. We tell you this so you will feel free to change it.
All these soups are vegetarian.
No two soups taste the same.
They are all delicious.

Basics:
(These soups are adapted for 8 servings.)
Begin with stock. Stock is water and/or vegetable broth and/or tamari sauce and/or miso. Decide which taste you like best.
Boil 8 cups for 8 servings. When the liquid is turbulent, lower the heat to simmer. Add your grain (depending on the recipe). Then add your vegetables (either raw or sautéed). Then add a bay leaf or two, and whatever spices do it for you (cover and wait. In a couple hours it's soup.)
**BARLEY**

→ Boil the stock

→ Add 2-2½ cups of barley & lower the heat to simmer

→ Add a couple of diced onions if you like them as much as we do

→ Throw in a bay leaf, tamari to taste, a dash of oregano.

→ This soup will get very thick and delish after it sits at least two hours.

**CARROT**

Heat the stock.

Slice 5-6 carrots very thin.

Sauté them in butter with a tablespoon of honey for every carrot or two.

Sauté a few onions too. Cook them right along with the carrots.

Throw the vegetables into the soup pot with some fresh parsley and some dill. Keep the heat low.

Taste and add tamari if needed. Eat.

This soup is slightly sweet and very fresh tasting. Sometimes it is good with brown rice. You can cook the rice in the stock before you add the veggies. Use 1 cup uncooked rice.

**AND FOR THE MEAT-EATER: BURGERS**

**BIG-ASS BURGER:** double cheeseburger with onions, tomato and lettuce on a grilled onion roll.

**FECKEL BURGER:** hamburger with sautéed mushrooms & onions on a cream-cheesed onion roll.
VI. Grilled cheese on an onion roll with mushrooms & onions, lettuce and tomato.

VII. Cream cheese, apples and a sprinkle of cinnamon on a toasted raisin bagel.

VIII. Mindy L's cream cheese, pineapple and lettuce on a toasted English muffin.

IX. Sautéed mushrooms and onions with cream cheese in pita.

X. Beccabagel: tuna topped with pineapple and lettuce on a toasted bagel.

---

Lentil

- Boil 8 cups of stock.
- Lower to simmer; add 2 cups lentils.
- Add a bay leaf, some garlic, oregano, sage.
- After an hour add 3 sliced carrots, a chopped celery rib, a diced potato, a couple onions-
sliced or however.
- Cook another hour. Add tamari to taste. EAT!

This soup will be very thick. If you like it thinner, add water or use less lentils.

---

Mark's Cream of Celery

Prepare your stock... (4-6 cups in this case)

Sauté two diced onions and two cups of chopped celery in butter.

Add this to the stock.

Pour in 3 cups of milk.

If you want it thick, you can add 1 tablespoon of cornstarch.

Stir to heat but don't let it boil.

Add tamari to taste. Some dill might be nice. Or some fresh parsley.

Serve. ---
MINEI RUBE (FROM A JEWISH PERSPECTIVE)

THE NIGHT BEFORE:
SOAK 1 1/2 CUPS OF KIDNEY BEANS IN 8 CUPS OF WATER.

THE DAY OF:
PUT THE WATER-LOGGED BEANS AND REMAINING WATER IN A POT ON A LOW HEAT. THE BEANS NEED TO COOK AT LEAST AN HOUR.

IN THE MEANTIME, CHOP UP A ZUCCHINI, SOME ONIONS, GREEN BEANS AND TOMATOES IN VERY SMALL PIECES. CELERY TOO.

ADD 2 CLOVES CHOPPED GARLIC-, A DASH OF OREGANO AND THYME, AND SOME BASIL TO THE COOKING BEANS. THEN ADD THE VEGETABLES AND A BAY LEAF OR TWO.

COOK ANOTHER 30 MINUTES OR SO STILL ON VERY LOW HEAT. THEN ADD TOMATO SAUCE TO THE STOCK-. USE YOUR OWN JUDGMENT AS TO HOW MUCH. BREAK IN SOME SPAGHETTI.

TWENTY MINUTES LATER ADD TAMARI TO TASTE. ITS SOUP!

JANE'S INFAMOUS MUSHROOM BARLEY
Boil 8 cups of stock. Lower the heat to simmer and add 1 cup uncooked barley.

Chop up 1 rib celery, 1 large carrot, 1 onion and 1 pound of mushrooms.

Add this, along with 1 bay leaf, 1 clove chopped garlic, oregano and thyme to the cooking barley.

Cook at least another hour or two. Add tamari to taste. The longer this soup cooks, the thicker it gets.

VEGETABLE & CHEESE SANDWICHES

I. FRESH MUSHROOMS, CUCUMBER, TOMATO, AND LETTUCE WITH MELTED SWISS CHEESE IN PITA.

II. CREAM CHEESE, APPLE SLICES AND CUCUMBER ON A TOASTED ENGLISH MUFFIN.

III. CREAM CHEESE ON A GRILLED ONION ROLL WITH FRESH TOMATO, CUCUMBER, MUSHROOMS AND SPROUTS BLANKETED BY MELTED SWISS CHEESE.

IV. HUMUS, CREAM CHEESE, CUCUMBER, AND SPROUTS ON A GRILLED ONION ROLL.

V. SAUTED MUSHROOMS & ONIONS, TOMATO AND SPROUTS WITH MELTED MOZZARELLA ON A GRILLED ONION ROLL.
**Egg Sandwiches:**

- Scrambled egg, melted cheese, and tomato in pita.

- Scrambled eggs, homefried potatoes & melted cheese on a toasted onion roll.

- Jack McMuffin: Fried egg with melted cheese and tomato on an onion roll or an English muffin.

- Scrambled egg with fresh mushrooms and onions in pita with melted swiss cheese.

**Mushroom Noodles**

- Prepare the stock. Vegetable cubes make a tasty base in this instance.

- Chop up a pound of mushrooms and two onions. Add to the stock.

- Put in your favorite spices. I like basil and a bay leaf in this one. Cook 30 minutes or so.

- Throw some noodles in. You can use any that you like. I’ve used thin lasagna noodles which are delicious. Try whole wheat or spinach noodles for variation.

- Cook 20 more minutes and then serve.

**Onion**

- This soup is very easy if you can stand cutting all the onions. But it is delicious. Especially when served with swiss cheese and some chutneys.

  - Heat the stock.
  - Slice 4 or 5 onions. Sauté them in butter and garlic powder. When they turn golden, add them to the stock.
  - Throw in some fresh parsley, a dash of Worcestershire sauce, a bit of dill, tamari to taste.
  - Cook on low heat for 30 minutes.
  - Then it’s ready.
**Peas & Carrots**

Boil the stock. Add a cup of dry split peas and let them boil for a few minutes. Then lower the heat to simmer. Cook an hour. Add a pinch of dill and garlic powder.

Slice 2 carrots very thin. Do the same with 2 onions. Add to the soup.

Cook at least another hour. Add tamari to taste. Serve.

---

**Potato**

Heat the stock.

Chop up 4-5 potatoes, 2-3 onions, a couple ribs of celery.

Add vegetables to the stock, along with a pinch of dill and some fresh parsley.

Cook all together on low heat for at least an hour. Add a cup or so of milk immediately before serving.

Serve.

Most people immediately peel their potatoes before cooking. I keep the peels on, trash it. It is healthier and

---

**Half-Ass Favorites**

**Tuna Special.**

Tuna with celery—a slice of melted cheese—lettuce & tomato—served on a grilled onion roll.

**Egg Salad Special.**

Egg salad with celery—a slice of melted cheese lettuce & tomato—served on a grilled onion roll.

**Humus**

In a blender chop 2 cups cooked chickpeas (garbanzo beans), 2 tablespoons tahini (sesame spread), a splash of lemon juice, garlic powder and tamari to taste, a dash of cayenne powder. Serve in pita with crunchy green vegetables. (Serves 3-7)
**VEGETABLE**

- The same is true with this soup as with tomato soup. With a good stock, you can add anything.
- If you want a clear broth and vegetables, simply add the spices you like and the vegetables (chopped) you have to the stock. Cook until tender.
- If you want more bulk, add a cup of uncooked rice, to a boiling stock. Before you add the vegetables and spices.
- If you want a thick soup, use a cup of barley or bulgur (cracked wheat) instead of rice. The longer you cook it (especially barley), the thicker the soup gets. And of course, add your favorite vegetables and spices.
- If you want variation, try noodles or alphabet or whole wheat noodles or spinach noodles or spaghetti or......

---

Casseroles can be delicious, filling, very cheap and full of nutrition. The casserole made in the halfway are basically vegetable-grain-nut or seed mixtures. Since we don't have an oven, these can be made on top of a stove.

---

**VEGETABLES**

Very lightly sauté any of your favorite cookable vegetables in butter and garlic. You can use any or all: onions, zucchini, yellow squash, broccoli, carrots, cabbage, celery, eggplant, peppers.

Brown them lightly—the less they cook, the more crunchy they will retain.

---

**GRAINS**

We've used brown rice, millet and bulgur. They are cooked basically the same way—use one cup for every two cups of water. First boil the water. Then lower the heat to simmer and add the grain. Rice cooks 30-45 minutes; millet 45-20 minutes; bulgur 8-10 minutes.

---

**COMBINE**

Mix the vegetables and grain together. Grating in cheese while it is still hot makes it gooey and good. Adding nuts or seeds—sesame, sunflower, walnut or cashew—turns a grain and nut or seeds combination into a very nutritious and high protein meal.
Spinach Rice is nice.

1. Boil the stock.
2. Add 1 cup uncooked rice and lower heat to simmer.
3. Chop up 2 onions, ½ pound mushrooms and ½ pound spinach. When rice has cooked at least ½ hour, add the vegetables along with some dill.
4. Cook at least another hour. Add tamari to taste.
5. Eat and enjoy. Try with some grated cheese. This soup gets thick and hearty, and it is wonderful on a real cold day.

**Your Basic Tomato Soup**

Plain:
Heat stock. Add tomato sauce, tamari to taste. Pinch of basil, garlic, oregano. Cook all together, for at least thirty minutes. Then it is ready to go.

Dressed:
You can put anything in a good tomato soup. Rice—barley—alfabets—noodles. Simply add 1 cup of whatever to a boiling stock. Before you've added the tomato sauce and spices, lower the heat and let simmer for an hour. Then, if you like, add vegetables → onions, carrots, celery, zucchini, spinach, green beans. . . . Cook all together until tender. Tamari to taste. Serve.
VEGETABLE

- The same is true with this soup as with tomato soup. With a good stock— you can add anything.

- If you want a clear broth and vegetables, simply add the spices you like and the vegetables (chopped) you have to the stock. Cook until tender.

- If you want more bulk, add a cup of uncooked rice to a boiling stock. Before you add the vegetables and spices.

- If you want a thick soup, use a cup of barley or bulghur (cracked wheat) instead of rice. The longer you cook it (especially barley), the thicker the soup gets. And of course, add your favorite vegetables and spices.

- If you want variation, try noodles or alphabet or whole wheat noodles or spinach noodles or spaghetti or......

→ Casseroles can be delicious, filling, very cheap and full of nutrition. The casseroles made in the halfway are basically vegetable-grain-not or seed mixtures. Since we don't have an oven, these can be made on top of a stove.

→ VEGETABLES

Very lightly sauté any of your favorite cookable vegetables in butter and garlic. You can use any or all: onions, zucchini, yellow squash, broccoli, carrots, cabbage, celery, eggplant, peppers.

Brown them lightly—the less they cook, the more crunchy they will retain.

→ GRAINS

We've used brown rice, millet and bulghur. They are cooked basically the same way—use one cup for every two cups of water. First boil the water. Then lower the heat to simmer and add the grain. Rice cooks 30-45 minutes; millet 15-20 minutes; bulghur 8-10 minutes.

→ COMBINE

Mix the vegetables and grain together. Grating in cheese while it is still hot makes it gooey and good. Adding nuts or seeds—sesame, sunflower, walnut or cashew—turns a grain and nut or seeds combination into a very nutritious and high protein meal.
CASSEROLES

SALAD
JANE'S BULGHUR SALAD

Phase I: Chop up vegetables like onions, celery (two rib), green pepper, tomato (1), cucumber (1 in) all chunks. Put all together in fairly big bowl. Sprinkle on oregano, time, basil. Add wine vinegar (is ok too) and marinate (it is)

Phase II: Saute two sliced onion in garlic. Pour 3 cups of water directly into pan and heat so that the water boils. Three bouillon cubes (one A = 1/2 qt. Lower heat to simmer and add 1/2-1 1/2 cups of bulghur. Don't stir! Allow to sit in pan until the water is absorbed.

Phase III: Mix the bulghur into the mix. Add a couple handfuls of a chill and serve. tint

if you do it right.

Fresh, washed vegetables.

Phase I: Chop up vegetables like onions, celery (two rib), green pepper, tomato (1), cucumber (1 in) all chunks. Put all together in fairly big bowl. Sprinkle on oregano, time, basil. Add wine vinegar (is ok too) and marinate (it is)
How to Make a Salad: Fantastical

**Salads** can be terrific if you do it right.

Always begin with fresh, washed vegetables.
Lettuce and/or spinach to begin with.
Then cabbage, carrots, celery, cucumber,
green pepper, tomato, radishes, sprouts...
But what really adds *pizzazz* is
a handful of raisins
some pineapple
a few apple chunks
Try some sunflower seeds or sesame seeds
Grate in some cheese
Sprinkle on some oregano and parmesan
Salads are great without dressing too. Try it.
The bright colors of fresh vegetables
are very appealing. Celebrate salad!
The possibilities are limitless.